


a team of
board certified SpecialiStS 

iS near home

SERVING DUVAL, CLAY, ST. JOHNS & PUTNAm COUNTIES

904.493.3333  |   fi rstcoastcardio.com

cardiology  |  Sleep medicine  |  pulmonology
amputation prevention & wound care

As one of the first facilities in the region to be fully 
accredited, we’ve met the highest standard in the 

healthcare field and ensured the professionals at our 
facility are experts within their field.
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Letter from the Director 
I remember the first conversation I had with Dr. Yazan Khatib, President 

of First Coast Cardiovascular Institute (FCCI), about Jacksonville Clinic. 
We exchanged thoughts about the primary care physician shortage in 
Northeast Florida. We talked about the need for a strong, multi-specialty 
provider group giving patients quality, convenient care. Conversation after 
conversation, the idea of Jacksonville Clinic was born. Just a few years later, 
we are now 15 providers strong with 8 locations in Duval, Clay, St. Johns, 
Clay, and Baker counties.  We are grateful to be caring for thousands of 
patients on the First Coast. 

While forming Jacksonville Clinic, we strive for cost-effective, patient-cen-
tered care. Cost-effective care should never come at the expense of quality. 
Our alignment with FCCI gives our patients access to world-class cardio-
vascular medicine, sleep medicine, pulmonology, podiatry and wound care 
within minutes. Our patients don’t have to endure long wait times or juggle appointments at multiple 
locations. For specialties outside of our practice, we have strong relationships with other specialists in the 
area who we trust to send our patients to. Our patients receive comprehensive care. Turn to page 4 to 
read more about how we work with FCCI to give patients the best quality care. 

Our central focus at Jacksonville Clinic is prevention. Prevention is the foundation of our health.  
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, almost one out of every two adults has at 
least one chronic illness. Many of these illnesses are largely preventable. While prevention starts with you, 
your primary care physician is your mentor and facilitator. That’s why it is important to choose smart when 
selecting your primary care physician. Turn to page 5 to read our tips for picking the best primary care 
physician for you. 

On behalf of the team at Jacksonville Clinic, thank you for sharing your time with us through these 
pages. We would love to stay connected, so be sure to find us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, google+, 
LinkedIn and YouTube. 

Sincerely, 
Khalil Afsh, MD 
Director of Jacksonville Clinic 

Dr. Khalil Afsh 

What are you 
waiting for? 
schedule your 
appointment now!

jacksonvilleclinic.org
904.622.9035

A compassionate primary care physician is just 
around the corner...

At Jacksonville Clinic, we are motivated by the 
principle of giving each patient the highest quality 
of life. We aim to provide Northeast Florida with 
an exceptional standard of primary care.  We put 
prevention and education at the forefront of long-
term care plans. We believe educating our patients is 
empowering them and every step should be taken to 
prevent diseases before having to treat them.

Our team of doctors recognizes health starts 
with you. We treat each patient as a team member in 
developing long-term care plans. When it comes to 
your health, there is no one-size fi ts all equation. Each 
patient is unique and so are we.

As we’re working with you, we’re also working 
on the inside. Our diverse group of physicians 
collaborates with each other to ensure each patient is 
treated as a whole, not just one symptom or condition.

As a independently-owned physician group, 
we are committed to providing personalized care 
primary care at lower costs for our patients. We can 
provide countless services across multiple specialties 
in-offi ce, reducing out-of-pocket costs for patients, 
rather than sending our patients to a costly operating 
or testing center.

To top it off, your convenience is our priority. We 
have convenient locations in Duval, Clay, St. Johns, 
Baker and Putnam counties. We accept walk-ins and 
most insurance plans.
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You Have a Choice
Selecting the Perfect Primary Care Physician

Dr. Yazan Khatib, Co-Founder of First Coast Cardiovascular Institute (FCCI), recognized a shortage of primary 
care physicians. “By 2020, there is projected to be a shortage of 20,400 primary care physicians nationally, 
according to the US Department of Health & Human Services,” Dr. Khatib says, “Beyond just more primary care 
physicians; Northeast Florida was in need of a strong multi-specialty network of physicians where patients can 
receive comprehensive care.”  

Dr. Khalil Afsh, Director of Jacksonville Clinic, shared this vision and was recruited to direct the Jacksonville 
Clinic initiative. He says medicine is heading in the direction of integrated care. Integrated medicine ensures the 
patient receives expedited and quality care. 

Jacksonville Clinic and FCCI share an alignment. They are two divisions of the same company, so they share 
the same resources to be able to provide patients quality care. As a physician-led organization, physician passion 
and leadership keeps patient-centered care as the main focus of Jacksonville Clinic & FCCI. 

“I’ll often have a patient who I find is in need of a cardiologist,” Dr. Afsh says, “I know I can call any of the 
physicians at FCCI and the patient can be seen same day if necessary. Our alignment truly expedites care. At 
times, expedited care ends up saving lives.” 

We recognize patients have a million things to juggle. This is why we emphasize patient convenience. 
Specialists often have long wait times for appointment availability. Patients can go to the same office knowing 
they can receive comprehensive primary, cardiovascular, sleep medicine, pulmonology care and wound care. For 
specialties outside of our practice, we have strong & trusting relationships with other specialists in the area who 
can continue providing our patients with high quality, convenient care.

“It’s about convenience, quality care and a multispecialty approach,” Dr. Afsh says. 
Russel Snyder, a patient of both Dr. Khatib and Dr. Asfh, knows just how well this multispecialty approach 

works. “I began to have difficulty walking. One morning, I woke up and could not feel my left foot. Dr. Afsh 
diagnosed that there must be some sort of nerve or vascular issue. They found a critical blockage in my left leg. 
He spoke with Dr. Khatib and he did a stent implant. After two days, I started walking and it was just miraculous. 
It was night and day. It’s been phenomenal. Dr. Afsh did the right diagnosis and called for the right people to 
look at it. We found it, got it fixed and I am so grateful for that. They do such a good job and they really listen to 
their patients. Going there, you don’t get the normal cold shoulder from the doctor. The doctor’s ears are open 
and listening to what you say. I’ll continue to use them until I’m not here or they’re not here.”

Two Teams, ONE MISSION

Your primary care physician is your right hand in all 
health-related issues. Be sure to choose smart. Ask yourself: 

1. Is your primary care physician taking a personalized approach to your health? 
 Each patient is unique and there is no one-size-fits-all equation in caring for a patient. Look for a 

primary care physician who listens to your concerns, answers all of your questions fully, and is 
developing a care plan that is personalized to you and your lifestyle.

2. Is your primary care physician convenient? 
 Be sure your primary care physician is putting you at the center of care. This means being 

convenient to you. Are appointments readily available or do you get thrown on a long wait list? 
Are walk-ins welcome? Are most insurance plans accepted? These factors can determine 
whether or not the physician has made your convenience a priority. 

3. Is a patient portal available to you? 
 Patient portals are a new online tool offering patients an easy & private way to access their 

medical information online. Patient portals can make managing your health easier by providing 
access to lab results, medications, medical records and health education wherever and 
whenever an internet connection is available. Be sure to find out if your primary care physician is 
offering this service.  

4. Is your primary care physician providing cost-effective care? 
 The most cost-effective primary care physicians operate as an outpatient clinic. This means they 

can provide many of their services and tests in-office and avoid sending you to a costly hospital 
or testing center. Being able to provide services and testing in their office saves patients time and 
additional fees. 

5. Is your primary care physician putting prevention at the forefront of your care? 
 Take note of whether or not your primary care physician is talking to you about wellness. Your 

doctor should be coaching you on diet, exercise and healthy living. The best primary care 
physicians take steps to prevent disease, not just steps to treat it. 

6. Is your primary care physician ensuring you are well-informed? 
 Be sure your doctor is taking the time to explain exactly what they are doing and why. You 

should never feel in the dark about your health. Also, ensure your doctor is taking the time to 
explain your condition and treatment to family members you choose to bring. Family members 
often play a critical role in keeping the patient on track, so your physician should be taking the 
time to educate them as well.  

Selecting the right primary care physician is about more 
than just insurance. Your primary care physician is your point 

person for your healthcare needs. Choose wisely. 
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Healthcare is no longer just a one-man show. It takes a team of experts 
to ensure all of your healthcare needs are met. With teams of highly 
trained experts, First Coast Cardiovascular Institute and Jacksonville 
Clinic work together to provide continuity of care in one place. 

Your primary care 
physician is the first call 
when an important health 
issue comes up. It is 
important to know you 
have a choice in selecting 
a primary care physician 
that is just right for you. 

Some individuals have 
primary care physicians 
who they are very loyal 
to. Other individuals do 
not have a consistent 
primary care physician. 
For those individuals 
who do not have a 
primary care physician, 
your insurance company 
may assign you one. 
The physician selected 
for you is based on 
your demographics, 
such as where you live, 
not necessarily the best 
primary care physician 
for you. 

You may choose to 
schedule an appointment 
with the assigned primary 
care physician or you 
also have the freedom of 
changing your assigned 
primary care physician 
anytime you want. This 
often requires just one 
phone call or online 
submission. Jacksonville 
Clinic is part of almost 
every insurance plan. 
That means, with a 
few exceptions, you 
should be able to select 
a Jacksonville Clinic 
physician to be your 
primary care physician, 
regardless of your 
insurance plan. 
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The United States is often described as a 

“melting pot.” We are a diverse community 

with a large variety of languages being 

spoken. Unfortunately, our healthcare system 

doesn’t always cater to this diversity. When 

the provider and the patient have trouble 

communicating, this forms a language barrier. 

Language barriers in healthcare can have a 

detrimental effect. A study in the American 

Journal of Public Health found individuals 

with limited English proficiency reported 

less access to care, worse health status and 

received less preventive care. At Jacksonville 

Clinic, our team is committed to breaking 

language barriers. Many of our physicians 

speak at least two languages fluently. Each 

brings a unique language they use to provide 

quality, patient care.

Overcoming 
LANGUAGE 
BARRIERS 

1. TAKe MICroBreAKs
Stretch for 30 seconds every 
20 minutes. Over the course 
of the week, this can amount 
to an hour of stretching a 
week if you do this during 
working hours alone.

2. TAKe A WATer BreAK
Keep a small glass of water 
next to you so you have to 
constantly get up to refill it.

3. FIDGeT
We know your mother has 
always told you to stop fid-
geting, but fidgeting can be 
an easy way to move around. 
Tap your feet, stretch a little, 
and lift your heels.   

4. Do YoUr CHores
Chores are not going to 
get done by themselves, 
you might as well burn 
some calories while doing 
them. You can burn about 
100 calories in a half hour 
sweeping session.

5. sTAnD UP
In situations where you 
have an option of standing 
or sitting, do your body good 
and stand. Whether this 
is at the doctor’s office, at 
home, or in waiting areas, 
remember to always stand.

6. sToP THe BACK AnD 
ForTH eMAIl THreAD
We’ve all sent the short, one-
line emails back and forth 
with our co-workers to avoid 
getting up. When an email 
starts to turn into a conver-
sation, do yourself (and your 
inbox) a favor and walk to 
your co-worker’s desk. 

7. WAlK & TAlK
On the note of conversation 
with co-workers, ask 
whoever you are talking to 
if they would like to take 
a walk while finishing the 
conversation. 

8. sToP looKInG For THe 
ClosesT PArKInG sPoT
We’ve all been guilty of 
spending way too much 
time looking for a close 
parking spot or following 
someone who appears to 
have a close parking spot. 
Instead, park further away 
and use this time walking 
to your destination.

Dr. Caraballo 
says being active 
is as simple as

S
everal times a day we are told to “please, have a seat.” We sit while we work, while we watch 
Tv, and while we bond with family and friends. We spend more than half of our waking hours 
sitting, according to a study in the Annals of Internal Medicine. But all this sitting is causing 

more harm than good. The study found that those who sit longer are more likely to die from all 
causes than those who spend less time sitting (even in those who exercise frequently), including 
causes such as type 2 diabetes, heart disease and cancer.

According to Harvard Health Publications, it isn’t completely clear how excessive sitting leads to poor 
health outcomes. However, one thing is clear. We should all make it a goal to sit less and move more. 
Dr. Caraballo helps us out with eight tips on how to get moving when sitting is tempting.

“sit less,
move more” 

Dr. KHAlIl AFsH 
Originally from Lebanon
Also speaks Arabic 

Dr. UlIses CArABAllo 
Originally from Colombia 
Also speaks Spanish 

Dr. nossHeY HAnnA 
Originally from Egypt 
Also speaks Arabic

Dr. ZWInDA orTIZ-rolDAn 
Originally from Puerto Rico 
Also speaks Spanish 

Dr. nIVAlI rAVI 
Originally from India 
Also speaks Telugu and Hindi 

Dr. osCAr roDAs 
Originally from Guatemala 
Also speaks Spanish 

Dr. MoHAMMAD FArooQ TAJ
Originally from Pakistan 
Also speaks Urdu & Punjabi

Dr. AnGelITo TeCson 
Originally from Philippines
Also speaks Tagalog
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By Lauren Dimitrov, MPH, RDN, LDN

H
ow

 to
 Eat HealthyWHEN
YOU

TRAVEL

We all know one of the highlights on any trip is the local cuisine. It’s always 

fun to splurge, but it is possible to eat food that is both delicious and good 

for you. Use these tips to eat healthy while traveling, and remember that the 

better we eat, the better we feel.

Start with making room in your bag for non-periShable SnackS...

once you’re at the airport or on the road… 

at the hotel…

out and about...

Having healthy snacks on hand ensures you won’t be tempted to pick up some unhealthy 
convenient store snacks or drive through a fast food restaurant. Non-perishable snacks perfect 
for traveling include: 

•	 Trail	mix

•	 Whole	or	dried	fruit,	freeze	dried	fruits	and	vegetables

•	 Nuts	(no	salt	added)	and	nut	butters	

•	 Whole-grain	pretzels	or	crackers

•	 Instant	oatmeal

•	 Snack	bars—aim	for	less	than	200	calories,	3	grams	of	fiber,	4	grams	of	protein

•	 If	you’re	on	the	road,	consider	keeping	a	cooler	with	fresh	vegetables	and	fruit,	 
low fat/sodium deli sandwiches, yogurt and low-fat cheese

•	 Pack	snacks	like	dried	or	freeze	dried	fruits,	such	as	raisins	and	apricots,	trail	mix,	
applesauce, and popcorn

•	 If	you	stop	at	a	fast	food	drive	thru	or	casual	restaurant,	follow	these	tips:	

- Check the calorie count before you order. You can use a smartphone app, such as Calorie 
Counter & Diet Tracker by MyFitnessPal.com for a database of over 5 million foods 

- Choose items that are grilled, steamed, broiled or baked instead of fried
- Select salads with lean protein and a vinaigrette-based dressing 
- Choose vegetable or broth-based soups

•	 Ask	for	a	room	with	a	mini-fridge	and	then	visit	the	local	market.	Eating	at	least	one	meal	
in your room can save you money and provide good nutrition

•	 Check	to	see	if	your	hotel	offers	a	continental	breakfast.	If	they	do,	choose	whole-grain	
cereal, eggs, fruit or yogurt

•	 Salad	can	be	a	great	option,	but	dressing	can	add	more	calories	than	you	expect.	Ask	for	
the dressing on the side to control your calorie count

•	 Ask	for	your	meals	to	be	prepared	with	extra	virgin	olive	oil	instead	of	butter

•	 Request	half	your	portion	to	be	served	and	the	other	half	to	be	boxed	for	you	to	eat	later.	
This helps keep portions moderate and removes temptation to eat more

•	 Don’t	come	on	an	empty	stomach—have	a	healthy	snack	beforehand	so	you	aren’t	tempted	
to load up on bread or appetizers before getting your meal
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Citrus Salmon

Ingredients:

1/4 cup orange juice
2 tbsp olive oil
1 1/2 tsp thyme leaves
4 salmon fillets
1 tbsp brown sugar
1 tsp paprika
1/2 tsp salt

Orange Relish:
2 seedless oranges, 
peeled and cut
1 tbsp honey
1 tbsp chopped red onion
1 tbsp chopped parsley
1/2 tsp ground ginger

HEAlTHy	RECIPE	fRom	ouR	DoCToR:

We’ve	heard	a	rumor	that	Dr.	oscar	Rodas	is	an	

amazing	chef	outside	of	the	clinic.	Rumor	has	it,	

he’s so good his wife asked him to make her a 

cookbook for your birthday. While we couldn’t 

manage to get a copy of this cookbook,  

Dr.	Rodas	was	happy	to	share	one	of	his	favorite	

heart-healthy recipes. When it comes to salmon, 

the benefits are enormous. Not only is salmon 

a	great	source	of	protein,	it	is	rich	in	omega-3	

fatty acids, a wonderful nutrient that decreases 

the risk of abnormal heartbeats and lower blood 

pressure, according to the American Heart 

Association (AHA). Salmon is also a strong 

source of vitamin B12, a nutrient important to 

proper functioning of the brain and nervous 

system. The AHA recommends eating fish twice 

a	week.	for	fish	night,	try	Dr.	Rodas’	recipe	for	

citrus salmon with orange relish. In addition to 

being heart healthy, its flavor is both sweet and 

savory. Is there any better combination?

with	orange	Relish

Directions 
1. Prepare the marinade by mixing 
orange juice, oil and one teaspoon  
of thyme in a small bowl.

2. Pour the marinade over the salmon 
fillets in a glass dish and refrigerate 
for 30 minutes. 

3. Mix oranges, honey, red onion, 
parsley and ginger to create the  
relish and refrigerate until ready to  
be served. 

4. Preheat oven to 400 degrees. 

5. Remove salmon from marinade and 
place fillets on a foil-lined baking pan. 

6. Mix brown sugar, paprika, 
remaining ½ teaspoon thyme and salt 
in small bowl and evenly rub mixture 
on salmon fillets. 

7. Bake for 10 to 15 minutes, serve 
salmon with orange relish.

The First Coast Cardiovascular Institute (FCCI) team has 

been the primary cardiologists treating cardiovascular 

patients at Orange Park Medical Center (OPMC) since 

2013.	With	our	partnership,	oPmC’s	cardiac	program	is	

now being recognized as one of the best in the nation by 

US News & American Heart Association.

US News	released	their	2016	report	of	the	best	hospitals	in	the	nation	

in conjunction with the American Heart Association. These hospitals 

were recognized for providing cutting-edge treatment to heart attack 

and stroke patients. OPMC was the only hospital in Northeast Florida 

to receive one of the highest honors in stroke treatment. In addition, 

OPMC received honors in most other categories including heart failure 

and resuscitation.

OPMC has elected FCCI to be the exclusive providers for all 

cardiovascular patients. We are proud that this partnership has led to 

such recognitions. In addition to this award from US News, OPMC is 

one	of	the	leading	hospitals	among	HCA’s	165	hospitals	nationwide	to	

be recognized for best cardiovascular practices for two years in a row.

FCCI’s AreAs oF 
ClInICAl exCellenCe

•	 Comprehensive	
Cardiovascular Care

•	 Stroke	Prevention

•	 Endovascular	
Interventions

•	 Limb	Salvage	&	
Amputation Prevention 

•	 Cardiovascular	
Research 

•	 Cardiovascular	
Disease Prevention
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Dr. Mohammad Farooq Taj 
loves the challenge of 
practicing medicine. “No 

two patients are the same,” Dr. Taj 
says, “I am responsible for bringing a 
unique approach to each patient.” 

As a child, Dr. Taj wanted to be 
an architect. He liked the idea of 
design and the challenge of being 
creative day-to-day. “I haven’t let go 
of my love for design,” Dr. Taj says, 
“Only now I’m designing treatment 
plans personalized to fit each 
patient’s lifestyle.” 

Dr. Taj was inspired to become 
a physician after reading a book 
about malaria in 12th grade. “The 
teacher said that a patient could 
go to a doctor to be treated for 
their malaria,” Dr. Taj says, “I was 
fascinated with the idea of being 
able to treat people and improve 
their quality of life.” 

After making this decision, Dr. 
Taj attended medical school at 
University of the Punjab in Pakistan. 
He then completed his residency at 
Coney Island Hospital.  

Dr. Taj chose to go into 
internal medicine because it is a 
comprehensive specialty. “Internal 
medicine focuses on the body as a 
whole,” Dr. Taj says, “You’re the first 
person a patient turns to when they 
feel something off.” 

So why Jacksonville Clinic? Dr. Taj 
says he chose to join after meeting 
the providers in the group. “All 

Physician Spotlight Physician Spotlight

Mohammad Farooq Taj, MD 
BoARD	CERTIfIED	IN	INTERNAl	mEDICINE	

“Internal 
medicine 
focuses on 
the body 
as a whole. 
You’re the 
fi rst person 
a patient 
turns to when 
they feel 
something 
off.”

“You have to be passionate as a physician. 
Passion teaches you to care for each patient 
the way you care for a family member.”

of the providers here are driven, 
patient-centric, and experienced,” 
Dr. Taj says, “They have years 
of experience and are always 
striving to stay at the forefront of 
cutting-edge care.” Prior to joining 
Jacksonville Clinic, Dr. Taj was a 
Hospitalist at Orange Park Medical 
Center for seven years. He took 
the title of Physician of the Year in 
2015-2016. He was also awarded 
the Outstanding Teacher award for 
teaching residents. Additionally, he 

was the Physician Advisor for case 
management at OPMC. 

Outside of taking care of his 
patients, Dr. Taj loves spending 
time with his wife, son & daughter. 
“I like to spend time at the beach,” 
Dr. Taj says, “I also enjoy a good 
game of racquetball.”

In addition to English, Dr. Taj speaks Urdu 
and Punjabi. This allows his to enhance 

communication with his patients. 

Dr.	Chris	Rathburn.
Photo courtesy of Memorial Hospital 

Jacksonville.

Jacksonville Clinic’s Newest Faces Jacksonville Clinic’s Newest Faces

Dr. Taj is accepting new patients at the Jacksonville Clinic Westside Office located at 5233 Ricker Road. 
Call 904.425.6963 to schedule an appointment with him. 

Dr. Chris Rathburn can’t explain why he felt the 
strong desire to become a doctor at a young 
age. “No one in my family is a doctor but I felt it 

was ingrained in me at a very young age. It was my only 
goal.” Dr. Rathburn says.  

When it was time to make this dream a reality, Dr. 
Rathburn attended medical school at the American 
University of the Caribbean School of Medicine. He 
went on to complete his internship and residency in 
Internal Medicine at Summa Health Systems Hospital in 
Akron, Ohio. 

Dr. Rathburn’s philosophy on patient care can be 
summed up in three words: compassion, respect and 
quality. “You have to be passionate as a physician,” he 
says, “Passion teaches you to care for each patient the 
way you care for a family member.” 

Dr. Rathburn has held various positions at Memorial 
Hospital including Chief of Internal Medicine and 
Chairman of the Department of Medicine. In addition, 
he served as the President of Medical Staff for Specialty 
Hospital of Jacksonville. 

In addition to becoming a physician, Dr. Rathburn’s 
second dream job as a child was to play in a band. He 
now enjoys playing with his band, “No Known Cure” as 
a guitarist and vocalist. The band plays at various social 
functions such as dances for the American Heart and 
Lung Associations and We Care Physician Talent Show. 
He also enjoys golf with family & friends as well as 
family vacations.

Starting August 2016, Dr. Rathburn is accepting 
new patients at the Jacksonville Clinic Southside 
office located at 7011 AC Skinner Parkway. Call 

904.622.9035 to schedule an appointment with him.

Chris Rathburn, MD 
BoARD	CERTIfIED	IN	INTERNAl	mEDICINE	
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Drs.	Zwinda	ortiz-Roldan	and	Nivali	Ravi	

TALk WOmEN’S HEALTH
 
In	the	past	30	years,	women’s	health	has	dramatically	improved.	We’ve	seen	
the incidents of diseases such as breast cancer and cervical cancer significantly 
decrease. “Our screening tools have advanced and women are increasingly 
dedicated	to	taking	care	of	their	health,”	says	Dr.	ortiz-Roldan.	When	it	comes	to	
monitoring	your	health,	prevention	is	key.	Read	about	the	screening	tools	we	offer	
at Jacksonville Clinic that every woman should know about.

The ladies at 
our Arlington 
office are 
passionate 
about 
encouraging 
women to take 
control of their 
health. 

To schedule an 
appointment 

for these 
screenings with 

Jacksonville 
Clinic, call 

904.727.5151. 

bone mineral denSity (bmd) teSt 
Osteoporosis is five times more common in women than 

men, according to the ACOG. A bone mineral density (BMD) 
test assesses the strength of your bones to help your doctor 
determine the correct steps for preventing bone loss. Women 
age 65 and older who are at average risk should have a BMD 
test completed. 

mammogram 
A study conducted by the University of Michigan found that 

the incidence of late-stage breast cancer has decreased in the 
past 30 years, since mammograms have been introduced and 
widely used. A mammogram is an X-ray picture of the breast 
used to detect signs of breast cancer. According to the American 
Cancer Society, women age 45-54 at average risk should get 
a mammogram every year. Starting at age 55, women can 
alternate and have a mammogram done every two years. If you 
have a personal or family history of breast cancer or any other 
significant risk factors, talk to your primary care physician about 
how often you should be getting a mammogram.

pap SmearS 
“According to the American Congress 

of Obstetrics & Gynecologists (ACOG), 
cervical cancer has decreased by more 
than 50% in the past 30 years,” Dr. Ravi 
says, “We largely have screenings such 
as pap smears to thank for that.” Women 
should start getting a pap smear at age 21, 
according to the CDC. Pap smears look 
for cell changes on the cervix that might 
become cancerous if not treated upfront. 

clinical breaSt examS 
According to the National Breast 

Cancer Foundation, a clinical breast exam 
involves a healthcare provider screening 
the breasts to check for any rashes, 
dimpling, lumps or abnormalities. The 
goal of a clinical breast exam is to detect 
any early signs of breast cancer.
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virgilio bernardino, pa-c 
Virgilio completed his undergraduate degree at 

Antillian College in Puerto Rico. Virgilio is a member 
of the Florida Academy of Physician Assistants. 

He loves being part of the Jacksonville Clinic team 
because it allows him to serve residents on the First 
Coast. He enjoys playing basketball and is an avid 

cross country motorcyclist.

mEET	ouR	
Physician Assistants

and Nurse Practitioners
What would we do without our Physician Assistants and Nurse Practitioners! These amazing men 

and women aid our physicians in the patient care process, answering questions, comforting patients 
and ensuring each patient is treated the way they would want their family to be treated. 

kevin long, arnp 
Kevin has served the Jacksonville community 
for over 10 years. He graduated from Florida 

International University in Miami with a 
bachelor’s degree in nursing. He then went 

on to complete his Master of Science in 
Nursing at Florida Atlantic University. As 
a Nurse Practitioner, Kevin would like to 
give back to the community. Outside of 

work, Kevin enjoys fishing, camping, home 
improvement and martial arts.

Jana robinson, arnp
Jana is a graduate of Florida State University 
where she received her bachelor in nursing 

and her Masters of Science in Nursing. Jana 
believes that healthcare is a partnership 

between the provider and patient. By actively 
listening to her patients and understanding 
their complete health history, she is better 

able to provide them with the support, 
knowledge, and tools to empower them to 

take an active role in their health.

maria paredes, pa-c 
Maria attended Physician Assistant 
School at the University of South 

Alabama. Prior to that, she completed 
her bachelor’s degree at the University 
of Puerto Rico at Bayamon. Maria has 

worked in family medicine for six years 
with her main focus being prevention. 

Maria speaks fluent Spanish.

ruth king, pa-c
Ruth obtained a bachelor’s degree from the University 

of West Florida and attended Physician Assistant 
School at the University of Florida’s School of 

Medicine. “Being fluent in Spanish has allowed me the 
privilege of serving our Spanish-speaking community,” 
says Ruth. “I am pleased to be part of a medical team 
committed to providing such exceptional patient care.”

 The best part of our day is always a happy patient. We want to spread 
the joy and share some of our favorite patient testimonials with you. 

“One of the best things 
that happened when we 
moved to Baker County is 
Dr. Angelito Tecson became 
our primary care physician. 
When my mother was ill and 
I couldn’t travel several years 
ago, Dr. Tecson went above 
and beyond by coming to our 
home to see her fi rsthand. 
Dr. Tecson has always guided 
me through many health 
problems. I regard Dr. Tecson 
as a physician with great 
humor, compassion, high 
morals, respect for others 
and a man of great honor. 
Thank you, Dr. Tecson, for 

your commitment to my 
health, your integrity and your 
kindness.”

— Marion Joiner, patient of 
Dr. Angelito Tecson

“I started going to Jack-
sonville Clinic in December 
of	2014	with	a	bad	case	of	
psoriasis.	In	3	months,	by	fol-
lowing his directions on diet 
(what goes in your stomach 
comes out your skin), I lost 
30	pounds	and	my	psoriasis	
is totally gone. I feel great.”

— William Jackson, patient of 
Jacksonville Clinic

“Dr. Hanna has been my 
family doctor for the last 
20	years.	He	is	the	absolute	
best physician in Jacksonville 
and the best physician that I 
have been to anywhere. He is 
sharp and provides excellent 
diagnoses and treatment. 
He is compassionate, always 
putting the patient fi rst. He 
listens. He is kind and I feel he 
truly cares about his patients. 
I think that if all doctors were 
like Dr. Hanna, there would be 
a lot less sick people around. 
If you are looking for a family 
doctor who you can trust, 
don’t hesitate to choose 
Dr. Hanna. You will not be 
disappointed.”

— Abby Adams-Hernandez, 
patient of Dr. Nosshey Hanna 
(Google review)

*These testimonials have been edited for spelling, grammar and structure.

PATIENT 
TESTImONIALS
Hear what our patients are saying! 

Photo courtesy of Memorial 
Hospital Jacksonville.
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What is your favorite outdoor 
activity in Jacksonville?

Dr. Mohammad Farooq Taj
I enjoy walking Mickler’s Beach with 
my family and watching my children 
collect seashells along the way.

Dr. Khalil Afsh  
My family and I enjoy jet skiing and 
water sports. My kids are fearless.

Dr. Angelito Tecson
I love playing tennis with my lovely 
wife on a Saturday morning. 

What is your favorite time 
of the year in Jacksonville? 

Dr. Jairo De la Hoz 
I love springtime, when the flowers 
are blooming and the weather is 
in-between hot and cold.  

Dr. nivali ravi
My family and I enjoy Christmas 
time. All the Christmas lights in 
St. Augustine give the city a special 
feel.

Dr. nosshey Hanna 
I launched my first book in the 
Spring of 2016, so spring will 
always be a memorable time of the 
year for me.

What is the best part about 
living on the First Coast?

Dr. Ulises Caraballo 
It’s where my family is. Being 
just a quick drive away from my 
granddaughter is priceless. Also, 
I like hitting the golf course as 
much as I can.

Dr. oscar rodas 
It is a diverse community and 
growing city with lots of new 
restaurants to try.  

Dr. Zwinda ortiz-roldan 
It doesn’t get much better than a 
place that has beach weather almost 
year round. I am from Puerto Rico 
originally and I love warm weather.

5 Minutes with the Marketing Team
Six months ago, the marketing team took on the challenge to create 

The Heart of Jacksonville Clinic magazine. Here’s five minutes with the team that made it happen…

NOOR ASHOURI 
Noor Ashouri is the Marketing Executive for First 
Coast Cardiovascular Institute & Jacksonville 
Clinic. She’s a freelance writer and lifelong 
student. You can catch her in airports, 
classrooms, corners of coffee shops, and can be 
spotted tripping over herself in yoga class.

What do you owe your parents? 
Gratitude…and tuition money. 

What’s the one thing you wish you 
knew at 18? 
Be authentic. 

Where would you want to live 
aside from Jacksonville? 
My heart is in Dallas. 

GABRIELLE LYNCH 
Gabrielle Lynch is the Director of Marketing for First 
Coast Cardiovascular Institute & Jacksonville Clinic. 
She’s has a very diverse background with careers 
in dance, fashion and now healthcare. Some of her 
favorite things include going the dog park with her 
black Labrador Retriever, teaching salsa classes, 

frequent trips to New York and strengthening her 
core on the Pilates reformer. 

What did you want to do with 
your life at age 10? 

I was back and forth between a 
professional ballet dancer and a 
meteorologist. I was weirdly obsessed 

with tracking hurricanes. 

What is the most important life lesson 
for someone to learn? 
Surround yourself with winners. 

What’s your biggest fear?
Mediocrity.
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What makes you laugh no matter what?
GABI: Noor, for sure. 

NOOR: Definitely Gabi. ASk THE DOCS! 
We asked our doctors about their favorites on the First Coast.


